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Part 1  Foreword

n recent years, the social environment changes rapidly; the pres-

sure and expectations coming from civilian sectors the govern-

ment has to face are increasingly getting higher and higher.  To seek

popularity, the government has to try hard for better performances and

let people know what it is doing through good propaganda literatures

and communication.  If the government wants to serve its people, it has

to realize what they desire and from what they suffer; in this connec-

tion, the media function is to reflect the crowds' voice and play the roles

of supervision and critique.  Therefore, how to keep good interaction

with media, how to timely display government's administrative per-

formances, and how to learn the techniques of media communication

and news handling are the extremely important topic for modern civil

servants.

Part 2  Characteristics of news media and modi to cope with 

I. Television news
The television per se is a combination of voice, images, and words.

It can pass images to audience all over in the shortest time and has

already become the most popular, prevailing, permeating news media.

But it has weak points.  As the messages provided by its pictures are

not deepgoing enough, it's quite difficult for audience to comprehen-

sively understand the news events.  This is especially true when they

are pressurized by time-limited efficacy.  To have fair and thoroughly
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reports of the news events is usually impossible.  When evidence seek-

ing  cannot get answers, the report tends to be  a one-sided story.

Therefore, when verified or interviewed by television media, we should

give them head-on response and statement.

II. Broadcast news

Of all news media, the broadcast is the fastest in dissemination

speed and widest in area coverage.  To government units, the broadcast

is the most beneficial media in operation of the propaganda through lit-

erature.  As long as you know the topic to cover in advance, prepare a

response text and let it broadcast as drafted, then that will be a broad-

cast draft favorable to the provider.

III. Newspaper news

The newspaper news is featured by its great capacity, depth

reports, and unlimited times of reading.   It's more authoritative, com-

pared with other media; therefore people with higher level of education

and social/economic standing prefer to trust the newspaper.   It also

has some weak points.  For instance, it's unavoidable for reporters to

have prejudice, thus bringing about exaggerated, fidelity losing, fop-

pish, and speculative reports.  Sometimes eye-catching headlines make

news stories irrelevant to their headings and garble, and distort the

truth of news events.

When interviewed and verified by the newspaper, we can adopt

the modus of notifying and handling simultaneously, controlling the

issues to be covered; quickly reporting to the higher levels and coordi-

nating horizontally the events with other units.  The spokesperson

should not respond until related data and handling keynotes are

obtained.  Under this way, we can secure the initiative in controlling he

issues or the minimum requirements for "balanced report".

IV. Internet news

The net news is one kind of the ePaper disseminated and released

through the  Internet.  The editing and adopting of its manuscripts cur-

rently match with the news coverage of television stations or news

agencies, and the modi to cope with it are the same as those with televi-

sion and newspaper media.  As more and more people have already

developed the habit of reading net news in the Internet, thus making it

gradually become the mainstay media.

V. Magazine news

The magazine news is characterized by its depth reports of the

news events, its appearance for eyes to look, its convenience for preser-

vation, and its unlimited times of repeated reading.  Because its writing

and editing time is longer, we can adopt scheduled special reports,

preparing related data and pictures in advance and matching the inter-

view with our prepared statement, and then release the reports favor-

able to our units.

Part 3  Press liaison and communication

I. Understanding the features of reporters' task

The press task is to compete with time; the technological

advances particularly double the media's deadline pressure, vividly

reflecting reporters' life, i.e. losing no time.  Journalists from different

media have different requirements for time, and this is the first lesson
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to know them.

Journalists usually have higher natural instincts to doubt, often

"doubting the undoubted" to find out a newer coverage angle to hunt

for exclusive news.  Therefore, as gathering news is their duty, we have

to know when we are interviewed by reporters that raising questions

and seeking answers are their duty.

II. Honoring reporters' daily timetable 

It is better to contact and  release the draft to reporters of morning

newspaper earlier before 5 pm.  The period of their manuscript writing

is from 6 to 8 pm .  Usually reporters are very busy around 9 pm

because it's close to the draft deadline.  The draft deadline of the

evening newspaper is usually at 11 a.m., the news manuscript should

be sent out around 10 a.m.  Excluding mid-night hours, almost every

hour, or even every moment of a day is the draft deadline of television

news; therefore in addition to send news draft to on-line reporters,

sometimes it's also necessary to send it directly to the editor-in- chief.

As to net news and magazine reporters, it's OK to contact or send

news draft to them from 10 a.m. to 4 pm.  If necessary, we can contact

them again from 4 pm to 7 pm and make certain the contents of news

with them.

III. Establishing good interaction with the news media 

Keeping friendly relationship with reporters is the first steps to

associate with news media, the ways to keep good interaction include:

public relation actions such as remembering their names, timely prais-

ing their performance, keeping contact with them, buying them a meal

sometimes, or giving them small gifts.

Reporters always hope to obtain in a very short time the most

complete and concise information right after the news event occurs.  As

the press executive or liaison officer of a certain organ, at this moment,

he should assist reporters and provide them with complete data as

much as possible to actively find out the focus for them.  He should

offer suggestions and explain the most difficult and abstruse part of the

event to help them complete their task and avoid biased or incorrect

reports.  In dealing with reporters, the principle of fairness should be

established and licentious offer of exclusive news should also be avoid-

ed to prevent the rebound from other reporters.

Part 4  News release and handling

I. Releasing news draft 

Announcing the press release should pay attention to two points:

there must be justifications and a definite theme.  The format of news

draft should conform to the inverse pyramid-type writing essentials, a

concise preamble highlighting the news key points to attract the atten-

tion of media, and then the key points put forward in preamble and the

lesser important facts unmentioned should be supplemented by their

decreasing importance by paragraphs in the main text.

The composed news draft should provide thoroughly contents as

much as possible, ensuring the integrity of six (5W1H), i.e. who, when,

where, what, why, and how.  Writing the news draft should put stress

on truth and avoid exaggerative and dishonest words.  Besides, fre-
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quently used words should be used as many as possible and fewer ter-

minologies should be used.  It's advisable not to put too many key

points in the contents of a news draft and not to have too long para-

graphs.  Both  short sentences and short paragraphs are the important

conditions for news readability.

II. Holding a press conference

Holding a press conference should pay attention to two points:

there must be justifications and a definite theme.  It's usually based on

two kinds of requirements: (a) there are facts worthy of being publi-

cized and they wait no time to be announced to the public. (b) pressed

by the situation, the party concerned has to clarify and explain some-

thing to the public via journalistic circles.

To hold a press conference, all important media reporters should

be fairly invited to attend it.  To go with reporters' newsgathering

schedule, the ideal time for the press conference is between 10 am and 3

pm.  The arrangement for the place of meeting should include enough

number of seats, places for putting cameras, microphones and

recorders, and data prepared for reporters such as news drafts, back-

ground descriptions and photos.

A piece of declaration draft should be prepared for the spokesper-

son to deliver at the beginning of the news conference; and various

reply data aimed to answer the simulated questions possible to be

raised by participating reporters should also be prepared to help the

spokesperson avoid speaking contents deviated from the theme.  The

time required for the press conference should be 30 minutes, and the

announcement, to the effect that the next question will be the last one;

there will be no more question after the answer, should be made when

the concluding time approaches.  Some reporters probably hope to have

an alone interview after the conference at this time.   You  can agree to

his request only if all reporters can attend the interview.

III. To be interviewed

To be interviewed, the interviewee should know the contents to

be covered beforehand.  Why should I be interviewed? Is the intervie-

wee the leading role or the supporting roles of the news?  If the request

for interview were assessed as inappropriate, it would be better to sug-

gest he finds another suitable candidate.

While being interviewed, sincerely answer the questions that you

know and that are within the scope of your official duty; you don't

need to intentionally speak lesser or talk much, either.  When encoun-

tering hypothetical questions, the best way is to avoid answering it and

in the mean time you should also avoid answering lightly saying such

as "no opinion" or "no comment", because that tends to make people

think something is concealed.

When it comes to grilling or trap questions of detour tactics, calm-

ly and sincerely reply with confidence, and you can choose to answer

or not to answer by yourself.  As to the questions that you don't under-

stand very well, you'd better not to answer them, and clearly to express

"I don't know".  You don't have to fear; you can promise the reporter

that you will contact him once you find out the answer. Be careful not

to answer the reporter in a careless way.
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Encountering sensitive topics, if they are assessed as inappropri-

ate to answer, you just don't answer them. Inappropriate answer or

comments are more destructive than no answer or no comment.  Or

offer an alternative, help reporter to seek information source; recom-

mend a better candidate to the reporter and let the person who would

like to be interviewed accept the reporter's request.

Part 5  News handling guidelines and techniques 

I. Positive news

In handling the positive news, we should control the time-limited

efficacy of the messages, and prepare complete data to make the

reporter able to obtain in shortest time the correct and concise mes-

sages, for his reporting task.  Furthermore, news agenda items can be

packed via creativity to become the news topic of story and life, increas-

ing the fun of media report.

The "news off-season" of weekend or continuous holiday should

be fully utilized; in response to the different specialty of media, events

and activities of news value should be planned to guides government

organs' decrees, performances, and the image of unit head or chief.

We should make the media willing to report so as to increase the

exposure rate of our unit.

II. Negative news-crisis incidents

After crisis incident occurs, the authority in charge should consti-

tute a crisis management team, and draw up the unit's position, han-

dling keynotes, news drafts and reply data etc. to set up a damage-stop

point for the negative news coverage.  In addition, a spokesperson or

specific person who is familiar with news handling should be designat-

ed to take charge of the crisis incident news handling operation and

speaking to the public, unifying the unit's speech and positions so as to

fully maintain the image of the unit. 

The general principle for handling crisis incidents is: Establishing

the consensus and unifying the statement made to the public, conceal-

ing nothing from the public to win the media's trust, taking initiative to

explain and coping with emergency calmly, and preventing crisis inci-

dents from getting worse by natural development.  Therefore, we

should try hard to be in time and opportune to release news, providing

media with speedy, correct, and latest information, and take the initia-

tive to stop the negative report so as to reduce the harm to our organs.

When hosting the news conference or being interviewed, the

spokesperson should speak definitely and clearly with composed and

sincere attitude.  The spokesperson should never be rattled in his facial

expression to avoid speculations, fabrications, and tampering civilian

morale. The outbound statement should include sufficient latest devel-

opment and dynamic situation of the crisis incidents and provide relat-

ed data to explain definitely.  If there are items that may be queried or

one-sided reports, they should be explained and clarified immediately

and actively to prevent the public from being scared and panic and

reduce the degree affected by the. crisis incidents.  If the crisis incident

involves other organs, their spokespersons should also be invited to

attend the press conference and explain the related business to the pub-
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lic to win their trust.

III. Negative news-dishonest report

Dishonest report often tends to kindle larger bad impact; it

should be handled with the crisis management attitude.  And the modi

of its handling should be chosen according to the negative degree, false

occasion, extent of injury and the causes for mistakes and taking into

account actual conditions. The following handling modi are adopted:

1.Sending official document or telegram message to request correction.

2. Announce an exact press release to clarify or correct the text errors.

3.Announce notice or convene news conference in short notice to clarify

the truth or correct the text errors. 4.provide exact information, ask the

reporter friendly to us to prepare another related news story and deliv-

er it to play down the effect of the negative news, thus balancing

reports or clarifying for us.

Part 6  Conclusion

In an era of paying attention to communication, emphasizing

packing, and media minding the store, media is the most effective

instrument for the government to spread concepts, disseminate infor-

mation, and educate the public.  In addition to creating good relations

with media, a successful news executive or liaison officers should also

upheld active attitude to make use of media positively, to step out of

the government front door, to walk into crowd, to promote agenda

items, and to fight for an identity.  The key to the success of any person,

enterprise, and government unit only lies in maintaining smooth and

harmonious cooperative relations with media. 
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